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1. IN.R.DUC.ION

The general concept of an aspiration level is an old idea in theories of

decision making [25], [26]. Simon (26], for example, suggested that one way

individuals simplify choice problems is to code an outcome as being one of two

types: satisfactory if the outcome is above the aspiration level or unsatisfac-

tory if it is below. A review of much of the early work on the aspiration

level concept and its role in decision making is provided by Melhinney [18].

The potential significance of the aspiration level concept has been

reemphasized recently in two new models of risky decision making developed by

Fishburn [6] and Kahneman and Tversky [11]. In the Fishburn model, the risk

of a gamble is associated with outcomes below a target return, while in the

Kahneman-Tversky model outcomes are coded into gains and losses depending upon

whether they are above or below a reference point. The concepts of target

return and reference point used in these two models are special cases of an

aspiration level, appropriately defined for alternatives with monetary conse-

quences. For purposes of discussion in this paper, all three terms-target

return, reference point, and aspiration level-are used interchangeably since

all will refer to the pre-determined benchmark return used by a decision maker

to translate monetary outcomes into gains and losses.

The purpose of the present paper is to provide addition empirical

evidence on the need to incorporate a target return, reference point, or

aspiration level concept in the analysis of risky choice behavior. The paper

is organized as follows. First, the Fishburn and Kahneman-Tversky models are

briefly discussed, along with results from previous surveys of managerial

practice which have identified the importance of an aspiration level in the

decision-making process of business executives. Next, the design of the
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empirical study of aspiration level effects is discussed and related to the

Fishburn and Kahneman-Tversky models. Results from three different experiments,

one of which involved high-level managers as subjects, are then presented and

the relationship of these results to several other models of decision-making

under conditions of risk are discussed. A set of propositions that serve to

summarize the empirical results, along with ideas contained in the literature,

are then presented in order to highlight the impact of an aspiration level on

risky choice behavior. The paper concludes with a brief discussion of the

implications of the empirical evidence for model building in management

science.

2. THE FISHBURN AND KAHNEIMAN-WVERSKY ODELS

The Fishburn mrodel, denoted the ct-t model, uses the concept of a target

level of return to define the risk of an alternative. Formally, the risk of

an alternative, denoted A, is measured as the following probability weighted

function of returns below a target:

R(A) / (t-x)adF(x),

where F(x) is the probability of receiving a return not exceeding x, t is the

target return, and a is a non-negative par&meter used to measure the relative

importance of the size of the deviations below target and the probability of

failing to reach the target. Both d and t are parameters that are unique to a

decision maker. Fishburn argues that if the main concern of a decision maker

is failure to achieve the target, without particular regard to the size of the

deviation, then a value of a in the range O<ct<l is appropriate. For this

range of a values, Fishburn demonstrates that the underlying utility function

for the decision maker is convex for losses (consistent with risk seeking).

On the other hand, Fishburn argues that a value of a in the range ol implies

that the decision maker regards small deviations below target as being
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relatively harmless when compared to large deviations. In this case, Fishburn

shows that the decision maker has a utility function which is concave for

losses (consistent with risk aversion).

In the c-t model, the risk of an alternative is combined with its mean

return to determine preference. Given any two alternatives A and B, having

rean returns P(A) and (B) respectively, A is preferred to B if and only if:

p(A) p(B) and R(A).R(B) with at least one strict inequality holding. The

general form of the a -t model is a familiar one since it has the characteris-

tics Qf a mean-risk dominance model. The important point for the present

paper is the central role that the target level of return assumes in defining

risk for the Fishburn model.

The Kahneman-Tversky model, called prospect theory, is proposed as an

alternative to expected utility theory in its traditional form. Prospect

theory views risky decision making as two-phase process. The first phase

involves editing the given decision problem into a sbtpler representation in

order to make the evaluation of gambles and choice easier for the decision

maker. The second phase involves assigning an overall value to each edited

gamble and the subsequent choice of the gamble with the greatest value. An

important feature of prospect theory is the critical role that is attributed

to an aspiration level in the analysis of risky decisions. A key operation

in the editing phase is the coding by the decision maker of each of the

outcomes of a gamble as being either a gain or a loss, with a gain or loss

defined by the relationship of the outcome to a reference point or level of

aspiration.1 According to Kahneman and Tversky, a decision maker then responds

to a gamble, in part, by assigning subjective values to the gains and losses

associated it. The value function, which is the Kahneman-Tversky version of a

utility function, is assumed to be concave for gains, convex for losses, and

steeper for losses than for equivalent gains. 2 Kahneman and Tversky point
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out that a consequence of their theory is that a change in the reference point

may change the preference ordering among a set -of gambles.

Kahneman and Tversky support their assumption that the value function is

concave for gains and convex for losses, and hence support the need for a

reference point, by showing that the preference ordering between gambles

involving negative amounts of money is often the mirror image (reverse) of the

preference ordering between gambles involving positive amounts of money. For

example, [11, p. 268], the gamble which provides a chance to win $3000 with

probability .9 or to win nothing with probability .1, denoted ($3000,.9) is

usually chosen over the gamble ($6000,.45), a result which implies a concave

value function. On the other hand, when these two gambles are reversed, the

gamble (-$6000,.45) is usually chosen over the gamble (-$3000,.9), a result

which irlies a convex value function. Kahneman and Tversky refer to this

pattern of choices as the reflection effect.
3

Additional evidence supporting a reference point or target level concept

can be found in surveys of manageaDent practice. For example, Mao 116] asked

executives in eight medium and large coinpanies about the capital budgeting

practices of their firms. One question concerned what the executives under-

stood by the term "investment risk." A sample response one executive provided

was [16, p. 343):

"Risk is the prospect of not meeting the target
rate of return. That is the risk, isn't it? If
you are one hundred peroent sure of making the
target return, then it is a zero risk proposition."

A more recent, and more complete, survey of capital budgeting practices by

Petty and Scott (11] also shows that the idea of a target return is widely

used by managers. They sent a questionnaire to the chief financial officer

of each firm listed in the May 1977 director of Fortune 500 firms and had

a response rate of 35.3 percent. Respondents were asked to define a "risky
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investment." The most conmon response was the probability of not achieving a

target rate of return." Conrath [2], Libby and Fishburn [15] and Crum, Laughhunn

and Payne f5] cite additional evidence on the use of a target or aspiration

level concept in business decision making.

3. DESIGN OF THE STUDY

An experimental investigation of aspiration level effects on risky

choice behavior can proceed in several ways. One procedure would be to try to

change the aspiration level held by an individual through explicit instruc-

tions. For example, a decision maker might be told that he or she will be

presented with a set of risky options to select frcn and that the target level

of return on a project for his or her company is 18%. Another procedure would

be to accept that there are individual differences in terms of aspiration

levels, try to independently measure those differences, and then to determine

if a correlation exists beti ,een the individual difference measures and differ-

ent individual patterns of choice over a set of risky alternatives. This has

been a popular approach of researchers working in the area of achievement

motivation and selection of performance tasks, e.g., Atkinson and Raynor [1).

This study used a third procedure, based on a translation of outcomes,

that is suggested by Kahneman and Tversky [11, p.2871. In this procedure the

relationship between a set of risky alternatives and an aspiration level was

manipulated through simple additive transformations of the alternatives.

Consider the two three-outcome gambles shown in Figure 1. Gamble GI, denoted

(a,p; b,q; c,l-p-q), yields an outcome of value a with probability p, outcome

b with probability q, and outcome c with probability 1-p-q. The outcomes are

ordered such that a>b>c. Gamble GII, denoted (x,r; y,s; z,l-r-s), is similar

in interpretation. Note that a>x, b = y, and c<z. If we let b = y = $0 then
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the two gambles represent "regular" prospects as defined by Kahneman and

Tversky [11]. In addition, if we assume that for most decision makers a

natural reference point is 0 (or t3 ) in Figure 1, then GI and GII each have

one outcome above the level of aspiration and one below. The assumption that

the point of no gain and no loss,

Insert Figure 1 about here

i.e., the status quo, serves as the aspiration level is often made [7], [11].

It is recognized, however, that the reference point may be above the status

quo return or below it [7]. The probabilities associated with the outcomes

of GI and GII are assumnd to be different, but are specified so that the

expected value of GI equals the expected value of GII. The condition of

equal expected values was not necessary for the study, but was used to facili-

tate a subsequent comparison of experimental results with several theories of

decision making.

The relationships between GI and GII and the assumed target t 3=0 can be

changed by the addition or subtraction of a constant k from all outcomes of GI

and GII. Consider first a positive translation (addition of k) where kIzl

but k<Icf . Under this translation of both gambles, GI would still have

one outcome below t 3 , while GII would have all outcomes above t 3 . Another

way of viewing the effect of this translation is that the level of aspiration

is now at t2 in Figure 1.

Fishburn's model predicts that the translated gamble GII would be chosen

over the translated gamble GI since both gambles continue to have equal

expected values, whereas GII becomes riskless and GI remains risky for all

values of a.

4.
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The predicted choice between the translated version of GI and GII

based on the Kahneman-Tversky model is not unambiguous for all decision makers

since the overall value of each gamble depends upon the specific character-

istics of the value function both above and below t 3 , as well as the specific

values of the translated outcomes and their probabilities. But the Kahneman-

Tversky model does suggcst the choice of GII over GI after the translation.

Choice of GII over GI by a decision maker tends to occur because of the

relative steepness of the value function for losses as compared to equiva-

lent gains. A large negative value assigned to the outcome for GI that

remains below t3 after the translation can cause the overall value of GI to

decline below GII. 4  Another characteristic of the Kahneman-Tversky model

that favors a choice of GII over GI after the positive translation is

the fact that GII now provides a return above t 3 with certainty. In this

case, GII can be decomposed into a certain return and an incremental gam:ble.

The Kahneman-Tversky model allows for the overeighting of the certain return

comonent of GII, thereby also favoring a choice of GII over GI.

Now consider the effect of a negative translation of the outcomes

for GI and GII by an amount -k where k is positive and k > x but k< a. After

this translation of both gambles, GI would still have one outcome above the

target t 3 , while GII would now have all outco.as below the target. Another

way of viewing the effect of this negative translation is that the target

level has been raised to t4 in Figure 1.

The predicted choice of GI or GII based on Fishburn's model is not as

definite under such a negative translation, since preferences depend urnon the

decision maker's risk attitude as measured byo and the characteristics of the

translated gambles. To the extent, however, that a decision maker is con-

cerned primarily with the failure to achieve the target level of return,

consistent with ct< 1 and risk seeking for losses, then the choice of GI over
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over GII is more likely. Estimiates of a obtained from business managers by

Crum, et al. [5], using a procedure based on the Fishburn model, support the

assumption that a large majority of individuals have a values less than 1.

Such individuals would exhibit a strong tendency to choose GI after the

negative translation.

The Kahneman-Tversky model also does not make a definite prediction for

the choice of either GI or GII, after the negative translation, that Would

hold for dl decision makers. The overall value of GI and GII to any decision

maker, and hence the gable chosen, depends upon the specific characteristics

of the value function, as well as the properties of the translated gambles.

But given the general properties of the value function specified in their

model, it is likely that a decision maker would choose GI. Choice of GI,

which continues to have an outcome above t3 after the negative translation,

is likely bocause GII now has all outcomes below the target, the region where

a high degree of relative steepness occurs and where negative values are

assigned by the value function. A further aspect of the translated gambles

favoring the choice of GI is the fact that GII is now guaranteed to yield a

return less than the target and can therefore be decomposed into a certain

loss and an incremental gamble involving additional losses. The tendency of

a decision maker to overweight certainty would, in this instance, lead to an

overweighting of the certain loss that also has a large negative value to the

decision maker. This would further reduce the overall value of GII relative

to GI and favor the choice of GI.

For both the Fishburn and Kahneman-Tversky models, the implication is

that a simple translation of outcones by positive and negative amounts can

result in a reversal of choice between GI and GII. The predominant pattern of

choices is predicted to be a choice of GI under a negative translation (-k)

and for a reversal of choice to GIl under a positive translation (k).
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It should be noted that the translations to be used in this study have

been the subject of previous theoretical discussions of decision making under

risk [10], (13], [14], [23]. In particular,. Pfanzagl [23] has stated the

principle that the relationship between a gaTle and its certainty equivalent

is invariant under the transformation that adds a constant to all gamble

outcomes and to the certainty equivalent. Pfanzagl argues that this consis-

tency principle has been tacitly assumed in many early treatmants of expected

utility theory. More recently, Holloway [10] suggests that the consistency

principle is reasonable over ranges of outcomes and provides a simplification

in the analysis of portfolios of gaTbles. It has also been argued that the

interpretation of utility functions derived from empirical data is very

problematic if the consistency principle does not bold [14).

Analysis of the Fishburn and Kahneman-Tversky models presented earlier,

however, suggests that the consistency principle will be violated to the

extent that reversals in choices occur whenever a translation involves

crossing a level of aspiration. The following expriments examnine the hypothe-

sis that the choice from a pair of gambles will reverse as a function of such

a translation of outcomes.

4. EXPERIM'PENTrAL RESULTS

Expe riynt 1

Method

The subjects were 30 undergraduate or graduate students at Duke University.

The subjects were either paid at a fixed hourly rate for their participation

in the experiont or were given credit toward a course require.Qnt. The

subjects were naive with respect to the task and stimuli.
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The stimuli were pairs of three-outcome gambles. (See Table 1). Two

initial sets of four "regular" gambles were constructed. The values of the

probabilities associated with the gain and loss amounts were selected to range

from .2 to .5 since this range is likely to be well-behaved and well understood

by subjects [11], [12]. The values of the gain and loss anounts were selected

to be in the range $8 to $86. This was selected to be one that would likely

be substantial to the subjects without introducing any possibility of "great

wealth" or "ruinous loss" anount having to be considered. Each gamble in the

initial sets was constructed to have an expected value of $0.

Four additional sets of gambles were then constructed by positive

and negative translations of all outcomas for the initial gables. The first

set of four gambles was translated by an amount of $30 and by an amount of

-$30. The second set of gambles was translated by an amount of $26 and by an

amount of -$26. Pairs (A,B), (A,Y), (X,B) and (X,Y) are those in which one

would expect to observe a shift in choice as a function of the translations.

Insert Table 1 about here.

Each subject was run individually. The subjects were told that they

would be presented with pairs of gambles to choose from and that they should

indicate which ga:ble in a pair they would prefer to play if they had to play

one. They were also told to consider each pair of gambles independently. No

time constraints were placed on subjects. They were instructed to work at

their own pace and told they would have plenty of time to finish. Ten of the

subjects were asked to give verbal protocols. The instructions were to "think

aloud" continuously as they selected the gamble in each decision situation.

------



Each subject was presented with 36 pairs of gambles. The 36 pairs

consisted of each gamble in a given set of four gambles paired with every

other gamble in that set. In addition, there were four practice pairs pre-

sented at the beginning of each session. The stimuli were presented to each

subject on the screen of a computer terminal (Perkin-Elmer, 1200), connected

on-line to an HIP-2000 computer. The presentation of pairs was in a different

random order for each subject. Right-left positions of the gambles within a

pair were counterbalanced across subjects and pairs.

Results

The gamble in each of the pairs constructed from gamble sets 1 and 2 (see

Table 1) that had the largest probability of winning was defined as GI. The

other gamble was denoted GII. Table 2 presents the proportion of subjects

choosing GI for each of the 36 pairs of gambles.

Insert Table 2.about here

It is clear from the proportions in Table 2 that positive and negative

translations of the set of gambles led to reversals in choices. Aggregating

across gamble sets 1 and 2, the mean proportion of choices of GI for the pairs

of gambles (A,B), (A,Y), (X,B), and (X,Y) under a positive translation was

.23. These pairs all involve GI with two outcomes above and one below the

target and GII with all outcomes above the target. The choices were strongly

in the direction of GII. On the other hand, when aggregated across both sets,

the mean proportion of choices of GI for the same pairs of gambles under a

negative translation was .67. A more direct test of the hypothesis that

choice within a pair of gambles shifted as a function of the translations is
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provided by counting the nuim-er of times the same gamble in a pair (either GI

& GI or GII & GII) was chosen under a positive and negative translation and

the number of times a shift in choice occurred, i.e., from GI to GII or from

GII to GI. Table 3 presents the results of such a count across the 30 subjects

and the eight critical pairs of gambles. The most cocnron pattern of choice

Insert Table 3 about here

involved the predicted reversal: from GII for a positive translation to GI

for a negative translation. A test of the equality of two correlated propor-

tions, applied to the two cells that involved shifts in choice, showed a

significant difference (-k2 (1) = 78.0, p <.01).

An analysis of the patterns of choice for each individual subject confirm,.s

this reversal. Twenty-five of the 30 subjects chose GII most often under the

positive translation of pairs (A,B), (A,Y), (X,B) and (X,Y). Nineteen of the

30 subjects chose GI most often under a negative translation. Together, the

group and individual analyses confirm shifts in choice, as a function of the

translations, in the direction predicted by the Fishburn and Kahneman-Tversky

models.

However, note in Table 2 that there was little indication of a choice-

reversal under a translation of dutcom es for gamble pairs (A,X) and (B,Y).

These pairs of gambles are ones for which the translations used were not

sufficient to result in one gamble in a pair being moved totally above or

totally below the assumed reference point of $0.

Two other interesting patterns of choice can also be observed in Table

2. First, under the assumption that gamble B is less risky than gamble A an

that gamble Y is less risky than gamble X, in the regular forms of the gamble
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(for both sets I & 2), then a negative translation of gambles yielded greater

risk seeking behavior. Such behavior is suggested by data presented in

Williams [28] and predicted by Kahnaman and Tversky [11). A positive transla-

tion, on the other hand, leads to greater risk aversion. This is inconsistent

with suggestions contained in Hollo..ay [10] that the only likely effects of

adding a constmnt to all outcomes are either no change in attitude toward risk

or decreasing risk aversion. The rationale, according to Holloway, is that

"...as the minimum payoff increases, an individual beco-e.s less risk averse

110, p. 3941." Second, note that the aggregated choice proportions under the

negative translations were generally less extreme than under the positive

translations. This is consistent with the less clear preference prediction of

the Fishburn nodel in this situation.

Finally, a third of the subjects in this exi rirment were asked to give

verbal protocols. An examination of the patterns of choices for those 10

subjects as opposed to the other 20 subjects indicated that both groups of

subjects responded similarly. In particular, the mean choice proportions of

GI for the negative and positive translations were .30 and .68, and .19 and

.67, for the protocol and nonprotocol subjects respectively.

Verbal Protocols

Verbal protocols can be used in a variety of ways in decision research

[211. The present paper used protocols simply to confirm and extend the

interpretation of the choice data. A more formal analysis of the protocols

will be presented in a separate paper. Complete protocols for each of the ten

subjects when faced with the positive amd negative translations of gamble paiir

A,B (sets 3 and 5 from Table 1, respectively) are provided in the Appendix.

The protocols are broken up into short phrases corresponding to a naive

assessment of a single task assertion or reference by the subject.

.~~~~~ ~ ~ . . .....
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The protocols clearly support the view that the subjects were sensitive

to whether a pair of gambles included one gamble with outcoms all above the

target or one gamble with outcomes all below the target. In particular, note

that for most of the subjects an early observation concerned whether a gamble

in a pair offered an opportunity for only a gain or only a loss. As examples,

consider the following excerpts from these protocols:

BI: In this case, gamble one has one negative outcome

B2: and gamble two has none.

or DI: Here I see I've got a 50% chance of winning choice two.

D2: No chance of winning choice one.

Finally, it should also be noted that even though subjects placed great

importance on the probability of receiving a gain or a loss, they were sensi-

tive to the amounts to be oon or lost and did make tradeoff judgments. See,

for example, the protocols for the first two subjects. Overall, the protocols

appear consistent with the choice data and the interpretations of that data

presented earlier.

Ex)er ini-nt 2

In the previous experiment, all pairs of gambles were constructed so that

the gamble in a pair with the greater probability of winning (GI) also had the

greater variance. The second experiment used similar pairs of gambles and

also pairs of gambles where the gamble in a pair with the greater probability

of winning (GI) had the smaller variance. In addition, the format used to

present the gambles was changed. For experiment 1, the gambles were presented

in a matrix form on the screen of a computer terminal. Experiment

2 presented the options using a pie-diag ram format.
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Method

The subjects were 42 paid undergraduates at Duke University. The subjects

were recruited to participate in two studies: one involved questions about

consumer behavior and the other involved a small number of risky choice

questions. Both studies took place in a group setting including up to eight

subjects.

Six pairs of gambles were constructed (see Table 4). Problem 1 and its

positive and negative translations (problems 3 & 5) are similar to the pairs

in experiment 1. Problem 2 and its translations (problems 4 & 6) have a

slightly different pattern of relationships between the gambles in a pair,

i.e., GI has a lower variance than GII.

Insert Table 4 about here

These six pairs of gambles were presented to the subjects in a booklet

that contained a numwber of other choice problems. Each pair of gambles was on

a separate page in the booklet. Each gamble was represented by a circle or

pie diagram. The circles were divided into three sectors corresponding in

size to the probabilities associated with the outcox-es in each gamble. The

amounts were displayed within the appropriate sector. The probabilities were

displayed outside the appropriate sector. Payne [19] provides examples of the

kinds of displays used. The order of the pairs of gambles was randomized

within a booklet and across subjects. The position of a ganble on a page was

counterbalanced across subjects. Each subject was instructed to indicate, on

a response scale located underneath each pair of gambles, the choice of gamble

and the strength of preference for the chosen gamble. The response scale

ran from A to 11, divided at a point halfway between D and E. The extrmn-s
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of the scale (A & 11) were marked "strong" and scale positions adjacent to the

center dividing line were marked "slight."

Results

The numbers of subjects choosing each gamble in each pair are given in

Table 4. The proportions of subjects choosing the gamble with all outcomes

exceeding the target for the positive translation in problems 3 and 4 were .86

and .90, respectively. In contrast, under the negative translations in

problems 5 and 6, the proportions of subjects choosing the sama gamble were

only .14 and .12. That is, the garble that now involved all outccxes less

than the target was chosen infrequently. On an individual level, 30 of the

42 subjects shifted choices between pairs 3 and 5, and 33 of the 42 subjects

shifted choices between pairs 4 and 6. All the shifts in choice that occurred

were in the predicted directions. These results are Completely consistent

with the results obtained in experiment 1. Note also, that the predicted and

observed effects of the translation on choice proportions is the same in pairs

4 and 6 even though the variance relationship within the pairs (variance GI<

variance GII) is reversed from pairs 3 and 5 (variance GI> variance GII).

In order to study the strength of preference exhibited between gambles in

a pair, as contrasted to the direction of choice, the subjects actual responses

(A through H) were transformed into the numerical values -7 to +7 in increments

of 2, with negative values assigned to GI. The mean of the responses, taken

without regard to sign, for the untranslated, positively translated, and

negatively translated pairs were 3.69, 6.38, and 3.69, respectively. Clearly,

stronger preferences were displayed for gamble pairs in which one gamble ha-I

all outcomes exceeding the target and the other gamble had a outcome below the

target. These are precisely the pairs in which the Fishburn model predicts a

dominance re] at ionsh ip.
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Experiment 3

A critiscism that is often expressed regarding decision research is the

use of college students as subjects. Consequently, a third experiment was

designed to examine the generality of choice reversals under a translation of

outcomes by using business managers as subjects. In addition, the amounts of

money involved in the risky options were increased by multiplying all outco es

by $100,000. This adjustment in the size of the outcomes was designed to make

the risky options more meaningful within the business environment of the

managers.

Method

The subjects were 84 managers in several European firms from a broa-

cross-section of industry. The firms included a large bank, a chemical

company, a major food chain, an airline, a consulting firm, a mining company,

and several manufacturing firms. The managers occupied a variety of top level

positions within these firms, with approximately half being in very senior

positions (vice president or above).

The stimuli consisted of 12 of the pairs of gambles used in experiment 1.

The 12 pairs were the ones from Table 1 generated by a complete pairing of the

gambles listed in set 3 (six pairs) and a complete pairing of the gam.2les

listed in set 5 (six pairs). The subjects, however, were' told to consider

the a.rounts as being measured in $100,000 units.

The choice problems were presented to the subjects in a booklet, with

each choice problem on a separate page. The order of the choice problems was

randomized and the position of the alternatives on a page was counterbalancvd.

Each subject was asked to indicated choices as a manager. The instruct ionv

indicated that a return of zero would be used to evaluate the quality of their

decisions. Subjects responded to each choice problem separately and were
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and were not permitted to return to a previous problem once a response was

provided. Each subject was run individually-in his or her own office. They

were given ample time to respond.

Results

Table 5 presents the nuber of times the same gamble in a pair (either GI

& GI or GII & GII) was chosen under a positive and negative translation, and

the nLuber of thies a shift in choice occurred, i.e., from GI to GII or GII to

GI, for the 84 subjects for the four pairs of gambles that would be predicted

to show reversals.

Insert Table 5 about here

Similar to the results obtained in the previous experiments, the most

Pomuon pattern of choice involved the reversal fron GII to GI when gambles

were translated by negative am-ounts. A test of the equality of the correlated

proportions associated with shifts in choice again indicated a significant

difference (X2(l) = 73.33, p<.01). Overall, the proportion of choices of

GI under the positive translation was .35,wnile the proportion of choices of

GI under the negative translation was .66.

5. REIATION OF RESULTS TO OCI'ER MODELS

The results of this study, while consistent with the predictions of the

Fishburn and Kahneman-Tversky models, indicate that the consistency principle

discussed earlier is likely to be violated whenever a translation involves

crossing an aspiration level. Furthermore, the violation of this principle is

strong enough to lead to choice reversals. In addition, the results are

inconsistent with two frequently used formulations of risky choice behavior,
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the mean-variancv dominance model and utility theory with uniformly concave

(risk averse) utility functions.

Mean-Variance Dominance

A traditional model of risky choice behavior is one based on mean-variance

dominance, a model originally introdLjced- by Markowitz [17] and subsequently

applied by many other researchers. Individuals are presu.-ed to choose between

risky alternatives by comparing their means and variances, with higher means

and lower variances being preferred. Risk aversion of the individual is

reflected in the preference for a lower rather than a higher variance.

Since adding or subtracting a constant from both alternatives in a pair

will change means by the anount of the constant, but not affect variances,

individual preferences based on mea-variance dominance cannot be reversed by

the types of translations used in the present experimnznts. The preferenc

ordering that existed for an individual for any pair of alternatives prior to

a translation would remain intact after the translation if the mean-variance

dominance model underlies choice behavior. The extensive switching of choices

observed in the experiments is therefore inconsistent with the predictions of

the man-variance dominance model. More generally, since additive translations

of all outcomes cannot affect the magnitude of any moment computed about the

mean, the observed switching of choices provides evidence against the adecliacY

of any type of mean-moment dominance model. An atterrqt to explain the switch-

ing observed in this study by resorting to moments about the mean of higher-

order than the variance will therefore also fail.
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Utility Theory With Concave Utility Functions

Another commonly used model of individual choice behavior is utility theory

with a uniformly concave utility function, i.e., a utility function which

exhibits risk aversion everywhere. Given the pairs of alternatives used

in the experiments of this study, the observed switching of choices is also

inconsistent with the existence of uniformly concave utility functions.

Hadar and Russell [8) introduced the concept of second-order stochastic

dominance (SSD) of risky alternative X over another risky alternative Y, with

SSD occurring when r

/ I~~xfGyd
a a

for all values of return r and with one strict inequality holding for at least

one value of r. In the condition for dominance of X over Y, a is the lowest

possible return from both alternatives and F( ) and G( ) are the cumulative

probability distributions for alternatives X and Y respectively. This defini-

tion of SSD Lmlies that X dominates Y if the area under the cumulative pro-

bability distribution for X is less than or equal to the corresponding area

under the cumulative probability distribution for Y all values of return, and

strictly less for at least on value of return.

For this paper, the important property of SSD, as Hadar and Russell delron-

strated, is that dominance of X over Y in the sense of SSD is equivalent to a

preference ordering of X over Y when an individual has a uniformly concave

utility function. That is, SSD of X over Y is both a necessary and a sufficient

condition for a preference of X over Y for all underlying utility functions that

are uniformly concave.
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All of the pairs of alternatives used in the three experii2nts, where

choice reversals were predicted by the Fishburn and Kahneman-Tversky models,

could be ordered by SSD. 6 Since positive and negative translations cannot

alter the relative areas under the cumulative pro.cbility distributions for a

given pair of alternatives, SSD was always retained when both positive and

negative translations were emnployed. Hence, preference on-erings would also

be retained if utility functions were uniformly cencave

Aggregated responses from all experiments for positive and negative

translations of gambles are sum.-arized in Table 6. For the three exipriments

the gambles %ere redesignatc-d so that GII was always the alternative in the

pair that dominated GI in the sense of SSD, for both positive and negative

Insert Table 6 about here

translations, and hence would be the preferred alternative for an individual

with a strictly concave utility function. Out of the 660 total responses,

just 159 (approximately 24%) were consistent with uniform concavity for both

positive and negative translations. For the 478 responses that selected Gil

with the positive translations, 319 of them switched to GI, and hence violated

the concavity assumption, when the gambles were translated by an equal negativ'e

&ount. In contrast, for the 201 responses that chose GII for the negative

translations, only 42 switched to GI and violated concavity when the gambles

were translated by a positive amount. This differential response to positive

and negative translations, in terms of inconsistency with concavity, suggests

that concavity is more likely to be violated when alternatives are translated

by negative xmounts hence bringing the aspiration level into a more influenti-1l

role in determining choice.
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6. MODEL OF ASPI1MTrION LEVEL EFFECTS

As a way of providing a summary of the present results, along with a

sumnary of the ideas an, results contained in the literature, the following

set of propositions about the effects of aspiration levels on risky choice has

been developed. Consider Figure I which shows the relationship of two hypothet-

ical gables, GI and GII, to various levels of aspiration. For ease of exposi-

tion, start with the target at level t2 and consider the proportion of choices

of GI denoted P(GI), and the proportion of choices of GII denoted P(GII).

Proposition 1: If the target is at t2 , then Pt2 (GI)<Pt2 (GII). Further-

more, Pt 2 (GI) will be close to zero. These predictions are based on the domi-

nance relationship suggested by the Fishburn model.

-Proposition 2: If the target is at tl, then PtI(GI)<PtI(GII). How.ever,

Ptl(GI)>Pt 2 (GI) and Ptl(GI) will increase as t I is lo;.?red. The basic idea is

that decision makers will pay more attention to maximization of gain when

the minimum assured gain is increased. This prediction is consistent with

the concept of decreasing risk aversion [10], [13].

Proposition 3: If the target is at t3 , then either Pt3 (GI)>Pt3 (GII)

or Pt3 (GI)<Pt3 (GII). However, given steeper utility functions for below

target outcomes relative to equal above target outcomes [7], [111, it is

likely that Pt3 (GI) <Pt3 (GII).

Proposition 4: If the target is at t4 , then Pt4 (GI)>Pt4 (GII). This predic-

tion is based on the idea that perceived risk is primarily a function of proba-

bility of loss [191 or failure to achieve a target level of return [61.

Proposition 5: If the target is at t 5 , then Pt 5 (GI)>Pt5(GII). However,

Pt 5 (GI)<Pt 4 (GI) and Pts(GI) will decrease as t 5 is increased. The first part

of this proposition is based on the existence of a convex utility function in the

loss domain [7], [11]. The second part is based on the idea that a "ruinous loss"



constraint may make minimization of nviximum loss iqnjortant to a choice between

gambles as the lowe. st value of GI approache0s the ruinous outcome11 value. As

suqgested by Crum, et al. 15) and 1Kahnoinan and.TIvercsky, [111 a ruinous los's may

lead to a co~ncave soqit flt in the Utility function1 for losseS. Figure 2 presents

a graphic suiimnary of thes e pirodictions.- 'ihe data from tho prersent study F;ujppa-rtS

the propjv)sition5 1-t-woon t 2 and t 4 . In many waiys, this mdel represents a

Insert Figure- 2 ahkut here

contin';ent or loxico-iraphic procvess, of risky choice. The assuL;r)Lion is that the

prolbability of failing to reach in anpirat ion level plays an impartLant screen in;

role in determining choice. In particular, a pro'aiili t~y of faiJL iwo at eithler 0J

or 1 for one alternaitive and not for another is; likely to play the key role in

determining preferoncos. If the( prVoba!il it.V Of failu-0 for Lboth altcernat ive.; ias

betwoen 0 and 1, then the poxiitesof the vaIriousf outcomes of the cga"IJbes

are likely to hx- c:tinod or ta'doff with the values of the OLutCV~ilk S in a

fashion consistent. with expcta.t ion types of mlssuch as expx-ctedl utility.

The ntxd sugilests a decision process similar to one prez-ented in Paiyne

and h3-ZL1Wurit-,in [291. The prCeAss SUqqeStwd(- waS that indiViduaIs11 will Oftn

make an mnit ial jUd1,3!1Knt &J-)Ut whther they are faced wi Lb an attra1-ctive se~t

of gamleF; (where the probab5ility of winning exceeds the. prcibavbility of los i r~)

or an unat trict ive set. (whore the prohabil11 y of losing excveds the proehxibi lit Y

of winn inqA) before decid jeg on tHe0 choice rule to 11e uISed. Emp11irical S01pjx~l t

for that proc\-ss is presontced in) Payne [11], ayne and [rusti 20] atJ

Ranyard 121.
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Coombs and Avrunin [4] have proposed a general theory of choice behavior

that includes a related idea. These authors view choice as a form of conflict

resolution. At the individual level, the conflict involves tradeoffs among a

set of different arid imperfectly correlated goals. Coombs and Avrunin

identify three typos of conflict situations: approach-avoidance, approach-

approach, and avoidanco-avoidance. The first situation involves choice

options where each option has both good attributes (approach) and bad attrib-

utes (avoidance). In an approach-approach situation, each option has only

good attributes. In an avoidance-avoidanne situation, each option has only

bad attributes.

Coombs and Avruin [31 suggest that the latter two situations can be reduced

to an approach-avoidance situation and the preference function defined

similarly for all three situations. The raedel offered in this pap:r, however

suggests that the preference function used to choose among gqawbles is likely

to be contingent on whether the risky choice situation is an approach--approach

situation (tl), an approach-avoidance situation (t3 ), or an avoidance-

avoidance situation (t5). In particular, for the other t.o possible situa-

tions with equal expected value gambles, a mixed approach-approach and

approach-avoidance situation (t 2 ) and an approach-avoidance and avoidance-

avoidance situation (t 4 ) will lead to different preference functions.

Although the principles involvex in the present model are rather simple,

it is clear that the model leads to a 7aore cumplex predictive problem for

decision researchers. For one thing, the momdl re\quires the researcher to

identify the decision situation as perceived by the decision maker, eszXpcially

as it relates to an aspiration level. This is likely to be more difficult

than assulming a Ion decision rule such a s-xiri;-ition of cxl ctedL ut- ility

based on a cnno)n risk attitude such as risk aversion.
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7. ODNCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The present study was motivated by two recent theories of risky choice

by Fishburn and Kahneman and Tversky that have placed emphasis on the

concept of an aspiration level.7  The results obtaine-A provide general

support for both theories. The relationship of a pair of gambles relative to

an assumed level of aspiration was varied through a translation of all

outcomes. The results demunstrate that adding or subtracting a constant

amount of money for all outcomes in a pair of gambles generally results in a

reversal of choices within the pair. Such a finding supports the importance

of the concept of a target return or a reference point, or more generally, a

level of aspiration, in the analysis of risky choice behavior. Furthermore,

the pattern of results suggest that a key determinant of the effect of such

translations is whether the size of the translation is sufficient to result

in one ga-ble having outcome values either all above or all belaow the target,

while the alternative garl.e has outcome values that are both above and belc.;

the target.

The prevailing view about risk attitude in management science research,

for both normative and positive models, ignores the aspiration level concept

and assumes that decision makers are uniformly risk averse. Results of this

paper, in conjunction with other studies cited earlier, indicate that this

prevailing assumption is inadequate from a descriptive viewpoint.

The consensus emerging from empirical studies is that a more descriptive

set of assumptions about risk attitudes is one where (1) the utility (or

value) function is defined in terms of initial wealth ans changes in wealth,

rather than terminal wealth, where (2) changes in wealth are evaluated

relative to an aspiration level or target return, with gains (losses) being

defined as a change in wealth above (bhlcw) the target return, where (3) risk
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preference, when ruinous loss is not a concern, is a mixture of risk seeking

for losses and risk aversion for gains, and where (4) ruinous loss considera-

tions lead to lexicographic choice behavior that screens alternatives out

from further consideration. This characterization, which is discussed in

detail by Kahneman and Tversky [11] and Libby and Fishburn [15], has not yet

been explored in the context of manageiie:nt science models.

For positive models, which tend to be judged by the accuracy of their

aggregate predictions rather than accuracy of underlying assu.,pt ions, it is

unclear whether these more descriptive assumptions about risk attitude will

lead to models with improved aggregate predictions while maintaining similar

levels of parsimony, analytical tractability, and the requisite second-order

conditions. Only future research efforts will be able to resolve these

important issues. A strong case for examining the impact of increased

descriptive accuracy of assupigtions in positive m-dels is provided by Simon

(271.

For normative models, which are designed to aid in the decision process,

the issue of descriptive reality of assumptions can be put in clearer focus.

Normative models are more likely to be evaluated by the accuracy of their

assumptions, particularly assumptions that relate to risk attitudes of the

decision maker for whom the model is designed. Inadequate assumptions in

this circumstance may lead to rejection of a model, by the decision maker no

matter how elegant or how easy it is to deal with analytically, unless it can

be demonstrated that model results are insenstitive to the challenged as!;ur.j>-

tions. In addition, trying to change the risk attitude of a decision maker

to match the standard assumption of uniform risk aversion, an approach

suggested by Keeney and Riffa [13,p. 200], is highly questionable. Incopkcra-

tion of more realistic assumptions about risk attitudes in normative ir l5

offers a more promising prospct for renearch, with a potential of improvirng

maa
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the track record of implementation of normative managment science models.

This is true even though analytical tractability will undoubtedly be sacri-

ficed for approximate solutions. The need to engage in such research is

aptly sunmurized by Simon [27, p. 498]:

"...decision mnzkers can satisfice either by finding optimn=n
solutions for a simplified world, or by finding satisfactory
solutions for a more realistic world. Neither approach
dominates the other..."
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FIGURE 1

Basic Stru]cture of GI and GIl and Translations
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FIGURE 2

Surrmary of Predicted Choice
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IRBLE 1

Gambles for Experiment 1

Set 1 Set 2

Gamble Gamble

A= (44, .5; 0, .1; -55, .4) A= (36, .5; 0, .2; -60, .3)

B (10, .3; 0, .5; -15, .2) B = (8, .4; 0, .4; -16, .2)

X = (55, .4; 0, .1; -44, .5) X = (60, .3; 0, .2; -36, .5)

Y (15, .2; 0, .5; -10, .3) Y (16, .2; 0, .4; -8 .4)

Set 3 Set 4

Gamble Gamble

A'= (74, .5; 30, .1; -25, .4) A'= (62, .5; 26, .2: -34, .3)

B'= (40, .3; 30, .5;.15, .2) B'= (34, .4; 26, .4; 10, .2)

X'= (85, .4; 30, .1; 14, .5) X'= (86, .3; 26, .2: -10, .5)

Y'= (45, .2; 30, .5; 20, .3) Y'= (42, .2; 26, .4; 18, .4)

Set 5 Set 6

Gamble Gamble

A"= (14, .5; -30, .1; -85, .4) A"= (10, .4; -26, .2; -86, .3)

B"= (-20, .3; -30, .5; -45, .2) B"= (-18, .4; -26, .4; -42, .2)

X" (25, .4; -30, .1; -74, .5) X"= (34, .3; -26, .2; -62, .5)

Y"= (-15, .2; -30, .5; -40, .3) Y"= (-10, .2; -26, .4; -34, .4)
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TABLE 2

Choice Proportions for Experiment 1

Gambles Sets 1,3,5 Sets 2,4,6

Pair $30 $0 -$30 $26 $0 -$26

A,B .17 .37 .67 .17 .43 .67

A,Y .17 .37 .67 .23 .33 .67

X,B .23 .40 .60 .30 .40 .57

X,Y .30 .33 .67 .27 .57 .83

A,X .30 .43 .20 .57 .57 .50

B,Y .50 .63 .67 .80 .47 .63

1
Proportion of the 30 subjects choosing the first gambIle in each pair.
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TABLE 3

Pattern of Choices for Translated

Pairs of Gambles in Experiment 1

Negative Translation

GI GII

GI 40 16

Positive

Tianslation

GII 120 64

Entries indicate to number of choices of GI and GII for the

indicated combinations of positive and negative translations.
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TABLE 4

Gambles and Choice Data

from Experiment 2

Problem 1 Problem 2

GI=(30, .6; 0, .1; -60, .3) Gl=(12, .5; 0, .2; -20, .3)

321 27

GII=(8, .5; 0, .3; -20 .2) GII=(30, .4; 0, .4; -60, .2)

10 15

Problem 3 Problem 4

GI'=(55, .6; 25, .1; -35, .3) GI'=(37, .5; 25, .2; 5, .3)

6 38

GII'=(33, .5, 25, .3; 5, .2) GII'=(55, .4; 25, .4; -35, .2)

36 4

Problem 5 Problem 6

GI"=(5, .6; -25, .1; -85, .3) GI"=(-13, .5; -25, .2; -45, .3)

36 5

GII"=(-17, .5; -25, .3; -45, .2) GII"=(5, .4; -25, .4; -85, .2)

6 37

1Number of subjects choosing the gamble listed above.
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TABLE 5

Pattern of Choices for

Translated Pairs of Gam~bles in

• xperi:%nt 3

Negative Translation

GI Gil

GI 90 26

Position_

Translation
GIl 136 84

Entries indicate the number of choices of GI and Gil for the

indicated combinations of positive and nfegative translations

------------
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TABLE 6

Pattern of Choices for Translated Pairs

of Gambles in All Three Experiments

Negative Translation

GI GII

140 42
GI

Positive

Translation

GII 319 159

Entries indicate the number of choices of GI and GII

for the indicated combinations of positive and negative

translations.

I
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EUoCrS'ES

1 This view of outcomes as being gains or losses is an alternative to the

view of assessing outcomes in terms of final asset position, as is the

case in most expected utility analyses.

2 Empirical support for the assumption that the value function is steeper for

losses Uian for equivalent gains can be found in Fishburn and Kochenberqer [7].

3 Hershey and Schoemaker [9) have raised some questions about the strength

of the evidence presented by Kahneman and Tiversky on the reflection effect.

They note that the data presented by Kahneman and Tversky does not make clear

how much individual reflectivity occurred, i.e., within subjects. They also

present soic data of their own that is mixed with resp-ect to the reflection

effect, additional research seems warranted.

4 This statement presumes that the value function, denoted v( ), is indexed so

that v(t3)=O. In this case, v(x)<O for x<t3 where x denotes return.

5 Complete protocols for the ten subjects may be obtained from the first author.

6 Pairs for which choice reversals are not predicted by the Fishburn and Kahineman-

Tversky models, and for which SSD fails to hold, are (A,X) and (B,Y) in expcrixme:t

I and the related choice pairings in experim,:nt 3.

7 We wish to thank John S. Carroll and Hillel Einhorn for their coimmnts on

an earlier draft of this paper. In addition, we wish to thank the reviewers

for their extensive and helpful comnnts and Charles Bond and Rolxert

Johnson for their assistance in running experim.2nts 1 anA 2. This research

was supported in part by a grant from the Engineering Psycholojy Pro3rans,

Office of Naval Reso;arch.



APPENDIX

Protocols for Positive and Negative Translations

of Gamble Pair A,B frau Experiment I

GI ($74,.5;$30,.1;-$25,.4) GI : ($14,.5;-$30,.l;-$85,.4)

GII: ($40,.3;$30,.5; $15,.2) GII: (-$20,.3;-$30,.5;-$45,.2)

Subject: A

1: O.K., ah, god chance of 1: Oh my, another one like this.
winning and losing in 2: Ah, I've got high losses,
nuiber two (GI). 3: with the only possible chance

2: Ah, another guaranteed win of winning.
in the first (GII). 4: Unm, looks like in the first

3: Oh, that $74, I mean it's one (GII) I'm going to lose
good, 20 or 30 bucks.

4 but the chances are just 5: Second one (GI) I could lose
as high that I'll lose 85.
25. .6: Could win 14

5: And, it looks like I'll 7: Uh, 14 is just you kno%.t-it's
probably get 30 or 40 not enough to offset that 85.
in nunrbar one. 8: Just really, I'm going to

6: So, I'm going to go with have to go with number one.
ntzber one.

Choice: GII
Choice: GII

Subject: B

1: In this case, gamTble one 1: O.K., in this gamble-gamble
(GI) has one negative one (GI) is tv.o negatives
outcome 2: and gamble two (GII) is three

2: and gamible tiwo has none. negatives.
3: On the 50% chance of a 3: Again the first gamble has one

gain along with a 10% positive outcoxme
chance of a gain for 4: with the chance of 50%
gamble one makes it 5: whereas gamble two you're
enticing to look at the admitting you're going to
$74 lose.

4: but the 40% chance of losses 6: In this case I'd feel it.
again overcomes the fact 7: It would Ix worth risking
that I'd rather have steady gamble one to try for that
returns, gain even through the lose

5: So therefore I pick gamble is 85.
two

6: and have a chance of lesser Choice: GI
rate of return

Choice: GII



Subject: C

1: O.K., in this one I have 1: O.K., in this one, (GI) uh,
a 50% chance of winning 40% chance of losing $85.
$74. (GI) 2: But, then I have a 00% chance

2: 40% of losing 25. of winning 14.
3: Second one (GII) I win 3: The second one (GII) I have ...

it all, Oh, I could lose 45,30, or 20
4: but then I can only win dollars.

up to $50. 4: But, I have a greater chance
5: Uren, this one I think I of losing the $30 in the 2nd

would go to the first one than losing.
one 5: But, I have he same option,

6: cause I'd win more money. 6: I might lose the $85.
7: And, although I'd lose 7: I think I'll pick the second

some,* one
8: I'd win some. 8: cause I don't want to lose $85.

9: The difference is for
greater than the amount Choice:..GII
won.

Choice: GI

Subject: D

1: O.K., the same situation 1: Here I see I've got a 50%
as it was. chance of winning choice

2: In here in gamble one (GII) two (31).
lose money. 2. No chance of winning choice

3: ,here the amounts won can- one (GII).
pared to that in gamble 3. Although there is a larger
two (GI) are not as high. loss risk in choice two.

4: Ah, looking at the 25 4. Still you only got a 40%
dollars lost. chance of loosing

5: Uh, that %ould be lost in 5. You lose the most in 50%
gamble two - chance of winning.

6: pro!xbility 40%. 6. So, two is the one.
7: O.K., amount
8: There's a 50% chance of Choice: GI

winning $74.
9. and a 10% chance of winn-

ing less than that.
10: Uh, I'm not .. I'd like

to win som money.
11. And, since I've got 50%

chance of even,
12: and less than even odds,

and less than even cdcls
losing the 25.

13: That's going to be my
choice.

Choice: GI



Subject: E

1: I pick ... in this choice 1- In this situation I can't
I would pick number one help but lose money.
(GII). 2: 50% is just .. but in the

2: because I wouldn't want first gamble (GI) although
to take the 40% chance I can possibly lose $85.
of losing. 3: There is a chance of loss,

4: but also gain money.
Choice: GII 5: My chance is 50%.

6: I pick the first one.

Choice: GI

Subect: F

1: O.K., in nuTber one (GI) 1: O.K., let's see, in number
I have a 50- chance of one (GII) - I have a 50'
gaining $74 chance of losin 30

2: and in number two (GII) I 2: and in numb_>r two (GI) I have
have a 50% chance of gain- a 50% chance of gaining $14.
ing $30. 3: In numbe r two I have a 40%

3: In number one I have a 40% chance of losing $85.
chance of loss. 4: And, in number one I have no

4: And in nunmber two I have chance to gain anything.
no chance of loss. 5: And, in num -2r two I have

5: Think I'm going to go with great - a great possibility
number two that I will lose $85.

6: just based on the fact that 6: However, in number to there's
the number one has a 40% also a 50% ch Lnce of gaining
chance of $25 loss 7: and there's no chance of gain

7: and in number two I have - in num!ber one.
there's no possibility of 8: So, I think I'll go with
loss whatsoever. number two.

Choice: GII Choice: GI

Subject: G

1: O.K., in outcome one 50% 1: Problem A outcome one (GI)
chance I'd win $30. 40% chance of losing $85.

2: 30% chance I'd 2: That sounds tough --
3: O.K., I'm autom.atically 3: don't like that.

going to win m.ney in num.rl2r 4: anm that's a 50% chance I
one (GII) lose honey

4: but in outco:, two there's 5: and a 50. chance I'll gin
a 40- chanc_- i'd lone $25. Money.

5: I think I would take the 6: Vliereas there's a 100% chance
rafe outoeom o-ie I'll lose money in problem two

6: cause 40 is a pretty high (GII).
percentage to lo.ne $25. 7: Most of the porcentage lies

Choice: Gil



8: %ere I'd have 50% chance
of losing $30.

9: Umam - well I don't like
the looks of losing $85.

10: I think I'd go with out-
oOme one

11: because the least amount of
money I'd have to give in
outcome two is $20.

12: And that .. $20 is still a
lot of money.

13: I rather take my chances
and try and least gain some
money

14: so I take outcome one.

Choice: GI

Subject: H

1. I am looking at problem 1: O.K., looking again at
number one. gamble two (GI) probability

2: A in both experients. A.
3: And there is a 50% chance 2: There is a 50% cihance of

of winning $30 in experi- money.
ment two (GI). 3: Whereas in gan'b5e one (GI)

4: However, in problem B in there's no chance of winning
experii-ent one (GI) there money.
is a 50% chance of winning 4: I pick two.
$74

5: which offsets the problem Choice: GI
of 40% probability in C
of losing $25.

6: Yet by comparison in
experiment two you win
money in any of the
three probabilities.

7: Therefore I would choose
number two.

Choice: GII

Subject: I

1: O.K., number one (GII) 1: NLmtxbr one (GII), a 20%
has all winning, chance of losing $40.

2: uh, let's see, 20% 2: A 50% chance of losing
chance of winning $15. $30.

3: 30% chance of winning the 3: A 30% chance of losinq
most. 4: Nu'rilxr two ( 6), a 10

4: And, a 50% chance of winn- chance of losinki $5.
irg $30. 5: 10% chance of losing $30.

5: Nu;ibor to (GI) there's a 6: And, a 50% chance of winning.
40% chanck of loo.-sin $25

6: which wjuld pretty much.



prelude picking it. 7: But, you don't win that much.
7: And, a 50% chance of win- 8: And, if you lose there's that

ning $74 40% chance of losing $85
8: which would be pretty 9: which is quite a bit.

great. 10: Number one is an automatic
9: But, I would still say loss probability.

that the possible loss 11: Probably being around 35-
- 40% is possible loss. 50 dollars.

10: I'm not going to pick 12: In number two you do have
that one. a 50% chance of winning

11: I,rn going to pick number 13: based on that, I'm going to
one. go with numnber two.

Choice: GII Choice: GI

Subject: J

1: O.K., I'm looking at 1: I'm looking at qamble one
gamble one (GII) and (GI) and two (GII) prob-
two (GI). ability A.

2: Probability A and anount 2: They are lx-th losers.
A. Comparing the awounts 3: GaTble one is an even

3: - the samn2. bigger loser.
4: Althouqh, the probability 4: So, I look at B, and they

for gx b e one is much are both losers too,
better. 5: same amount.

5: So, it's not bad, $30. 6: Probability for gamble one
6: So I mve to B ary] co r- is much lo '2r.

pare them. 7: The probability is higher
7: But, in gabnle one B is in grmble two.

not too good a chance. 8: The xionts was still a
8: It's not worth it. little bit lower.
9: It' not worth too much. 9: Look at C. Gamble one
10: Whreas, ga.ble two B 10: - there's 1/2 chance of

is good chance of los- winning a little bit.
ing something. I1: Wl ereas C in gamble two

11. So, I move to C in gamble you're going to lose a
two.

12: It is very good. 50% 12: Well, ga:ble two you don't ...
chance of makinq $74. you're going to lose no

13: Whereas gamble one, matter what in gamble two.
30% chance of making 13: GaTble one is a big chance of
$40. losing a lot.

14: So, I think I'd go with 14: So, I'd go with gamble two.
one. Simply becuase
you can't lose. Choice: GII

15: There's a pretty good
chance of losing too.

Ch )oice: GII
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